
Design 3- and 4-block Robots 
Lesson Overview 

Students design robots using 3- and 4- blocks. 
Starting with a Drive Bot, students experiment with building robots that use more than one ACT Cubelet. 
Students brainstorm possible applications for the robots they build. 

Lesson Tags 

Grade Level 
Intermediate (4-6) 

Prerequisite Knowledge 
Robots are machines that SENSE, THINK, and 
ACT 
SENSE Cubelets 
ACT Cubelets 

Difficulty 
Apprentice 

Duration 
45 minutes 

Supplies 

Cubelets (6 groups of) 
1 Distance SENSE 
1 Brightness SENSE 
1 Rotate ACT 
1 Flashlight ACT 
1 Drive ACT 
1 Battery 

Other Supplies 
Books or small boxes (tissue-sized works well) 
Anchor Chart 
Anchor Chart markers 

Description 

Outline  1. Remember a Robot is a machine that can SENSE, THINK, and ACT
2. Students build a Drive Bot and use objects to prompt Distance SENSE
3. Students build 3- and 4- block robot constructions, recording possible

applications for each robot constructions.
4. Class share out

Objectives  Students will build and revise their first robot, and brainstorm possible applications for 
the robot. 

Assessment  Students will demonstrate an understanding of the Distance SENSE Cubelet by 
controlling their Drive Bot. Students will work collaboratively to design and explain their 
robot constructions. 
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Standards 

ISTE  1.c. Students seek feedback from both people and features embedded in digital tools,
and use age-appropriate technology to share learning. 

1.d. Students explore age-appropriate technologies and begin to transfer their learning
to different tools or learning environments. 

4.c. Students engage in a cyclical design process to develop prototypes and reflect on
the role that trial and error plays. 

4.d. Students demonstrate perseverance when working  to with open-ended problems.
5.c. Students break down problems into smaller parts, identify key information and

propose solutions. 
5.d. Students understand and explore basic concepts related to automation, patterns

and algorithmic thinking. 
7.c. Students perform a variety of roles within a team using age-appropriate technology

to complete a project or solve a problem. 

K12CS  Modularity - Programs can be broken down into smaller parts to facilitate their design, 
implementation, and review. Programs can also be created by incorporating smaller 
portions of programs that have already been created.  

Program Development - People develop programs using an iterative process involving 
design, implementation, and review. Design often involves reusing existing code or 
remixing other programs within a community. People continuously review whether 
programs work as expected, and they fix, or debug, parts that do not. Repeating these 
steps enables people to refine and improve programs. 

NGSS  3-5-ETS1-2 Generate and compare multiple solutions to a problem based on how well
each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

3-5-ETS1-3 Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure
points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved.

Vocabulary 

Collaborate 
Cubelets 
Robot 

Sense 
Think 
Act 

Battery 
Distance 
Drive 

Cuddle-Bot 
Fraidy-Bot 
Dizzy-Bot 

Resources 

Attachments  NA 

Tips & Tricks  ● Have the cubelets for each group already at each table - make sure they are
not  connected together yet.

● Before class, reflect on your students as collaborators. What support will they
need to work together successfully today?  Possible team roles:

○ Materials Manager
○ Team Leader (in charge of making sure group stays on task)
○ Recorder

Pacing  5 minutes: Introduce learning target and success criteria 
10 minutes: Student groups investigate Drive Bots 
20 minutes: Students build 3- and 4- block robot constructions 
10 minutes: Wrap up and reflect 
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Instructional Steps 

Step 1 - Pre-class setup 
Time: 10 minutes 

Cubelets Needed 
❏ Separate Cubelets into 6 groups, each containing:

1 Distance SENSE  1 Brightness SENSE  1 Battery 

1 Rotate ACT  1 Flashlight ACT  1 Drive ACT 

Some books or small boxes to 
build obstacles 

Classroom Management 
❏ Plan 6 student groups (groups should be no more than 4 students, and are best with 2-3).
❏ It is wise to start every class with a reminder of the behavior expectations. What are the norms

when students are working together? What are the norms when they are discussing as a whole
group?
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Step 2 - Cultivate Wonder 
Time: 5 minutes 

Setting the Stage for Today’s Learning 
“Yesterday we investigated SENSE and ACT Cubelets by building lots of simple robots.  Does anyone 
remember what a robot is?” 

● [A robot is a machine that can SENSE, THINK, and ACT]

“Today we will be designing our first robots. Are you ready, robot engineers?” 

Step 3 - Experience Before Expertise 
Time: 10  minutes  

Investigate Drive Bots 
“When I say so, you will go back to your table and look with just your eyes at the Cubelets at your table.” 

● Students go back to their tables.

“How many Cubelets do you have?” 

● [6]

“What do you notice about the Cubelets on your table?” 

● [SENSE, THINK, and ACT]
● [Battery]
● [SENSE Cubelets]
● [ACT Cubelets]

“Alright. We’re going to have a long time to explore today, so it’s very important we take turns and practice 
being patient. There will be more than enough time for everybody to go. The first robot I’d like you to build 
today is a Drive Bot using the Distance SENSE and Drive ACT Cubelets with the Battery Cubelet. In your groups, 
you’ll need to decide together how to connect them the first time. After you’ve put it together, you’ll turn on the 
Battery and try to make it move Then you’ll take turns changing the Drive Bot. You have some books or small 
boxes at your table if you’d like to build some obstacles for your robot . Are you ready? Go!” 

● Student groups agree on one starter Drive Bot, put it together, and turn on the Battery Cubelet.
● Depending on where the Distance Cubelet is facing,  the robot might not move.   THAT’S OK.

“I noticed some groups have robots that moved right away and some groups that have robots that didn’t move 
at all right away.  Can anyone remind me what a robot is again?” 

● [A robot is a machine that can SENSE, THINK, and ACT.]

“Which Cubelet is the SENSE Cubelet today?” 
● [Distance Cubelet]

“Everyone, please point at the Distance Cubelet in your robot. Do  all  the sides of the Distance Cubelet SENSE?” 
● [No, just the side with the two little eyes]

“One person in your group - please find the two little eyes of the Distance Cubelet and try to cover that side with 
your hand.” 

● [Chaos erupts as all the Cubelet robots begin to move.]

“If you haven’t yet, let the next person in your group make one change to your robot and test it before passing it 
around the circle. Everyone in your group should have a chance to make at least one change to your robot.” 

● Students naturally continue to explore their robots.
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Notes 
★ Look for students who are struggling to remember to wave their hand at the SENSE Cubelet.
★ Look for groups who may need prompting to remember to rotate the Drive Cubelet  different

directions.
★ Look for groups who may need some prompting to remember to try rotating the Distance Cubelet

different directions.
★ Ask students to explain how their robot works and why they made the revisions they made.
★ Students may need help remembering to be gentle with Cubelets.

Step 4 - Co-Construct Meaning 
Time: -- 20 minutes 

Students explore 3- and 4-block robot constructions. 
“Now that you’ve practiced designing your Drive Bot, your group can start inventing other robots using the 
Cubelets at your table.  For each robot, I’d like your group to decide what it could be used for. Be ready to share 
out at least three robot constructions and what they could be used for.” 

● Students build 3- and 4-block robot constructions.

Notes 
❏ Notice which students have the most trouble explaining or describing their robot.
❏ Notice which students are most excited to explain or describe their robot.
❏ Consider prompts you might use to encourage students to help each other explain and describe

their robots.
❏ Be mindful of helping students practice using “Distance Cubelet” and “Drive Cubelet” to describe

their robot constructions.

Step 5 - Check for Understanding 
Time: 10 minutes 

Groups share three robot constructions they built.  
“We’re going to take turns reporting about the robots each of our groups built. Remember to tell us what your 
robot construction could be used for!” 

● Have several students share out.
● Materials Managers put away Cubelets, including plugging in Battery Cubelets to charge.

Notes 
❏ Be mindful of helping students practice using “Distance Cubelet” and “Drive Cubelet” to describe

their robot constructions.

Differentiation - Intervention & Extension 
Time: NA 

Intervention 
For students who are struggling to understand the Distance SENSE Cubelet.  Try assembling a robot for 
them in a horizontal line like a snake with the Distance Cubelet at the front with its eyes facing “forward” like 
an animal. Then ask the student to hold their hand in front of its “face”.  From there, ask them to  only  rotate 
the Drive ACT Cubelet until they get the hang of it.  Then  they might try to rotate the SENSE Cubelet or move 
it altogether. 

Extension 
What can they do with the robot if the Drive Cubelet is wheels-up? [Conveyor Belt] 
What if they connect two ACT Cubelets to each other? 
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This project was developed by 
Cubelets and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.


